STAFF MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors
Advisory Committee
Technical Advisory Committee

FROM:

Michael D. Hagman, Executive Director

DATE:

October 16, 2018

SUBJECT:

Sub-basin Water Accounting Framework Advisory Committee
Recommendations

Below you will find the Advisory Committee’s positions on basin inflows and accounting
for them. When referencing policy alignment to the MKGSA, the MKGSA Board of
Directors has adopted an official policy on the water accounting framework. When
referencing policy alignment to the GKGSA, the GKGSA Board has not yet adopted a
policy. However, GKGSA legal counsel and GKGSA TAC have addressed portions of
the water accounting framework and such alignment will be noted.
Stream Bed Percolation from Native Supply:
•
•

Concur with legal counsel, recommend all native supply that is percolated into the sub-basin as it
travels through the natural streambed course be assigned as native basin supply. Aligns with
MKGSA/GKGSA position.
Concur with legal counsel, when water is moved off stream into a man-made head gate and
conveyance system and then subsequently back into another natural streambed, such percolated
water should be assigned to the diverter.
Both recommendations align with MKGSA/GKGSA position.

Streambed Percolation from Foreign Supply: Concur with legal counsel,
recommend assignment to importer. Aligns with MKGSA/GKGSA position.
Mountain Course In-flow: Concur with legal counsel, recommend assignment to native
basin supply. Aligns with MKGSA/GKGSA position.
Concern arises however, when such supply begins to impact ground adjacent to the mountains.
Sub-basin Negotiations should address this issue.
Conveyance Losses: Concur with legal counsel. Conveyance losses that occur in
man-made channels should be assigned to the conveyor. Aligns with MKGSA/GKGSA
position.
Irrigation leaching to the aquifer:
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Water that is leached past the root zone and returned to the groundwater from:
•
•
•

•

Riparian supply – concur with legal counsel, recommend assignment to native basin supply
(MGKSA concurs/GKGSA has not addressed)
Pumped groundwater – concur with legal counsel, recommend assignment to native basin supply
(MGKSA concurs/GKGSA has not addressed)
Appropriated local surface supply –Appropriated supplies from sources within the watershed that,
even absent the appropriation, would have ended up in the basin, could be considered either
native or non-native supply. The committee requested further information and expressed interest in
maximizing native supply, if possible. (MGKSA differs / GKGSA has not addressed likely to
recommend assignment to appropriator)
Foreign Supply – Appropriated surface supplies from sources outside the watershed or that would
not have otherwise ended up in the groundwater basin should likely be assigned to the
appropriator, although no court has provided a definitive answer. Recommend assignment to
importer (MGKSA concurs / GKGSA has not addressed likely to recommend assignment to
importer)

Precipitation: Concur with legal counsel, recommend assignment to native basin
supply. Aligns with MKGSA/GKGSA position.
Storm Drain diversions: Legal Counsel has recommended that percolation from this
source has legal precedence that favors assignment to the diverter but only the “delta”
or change in what would have naturally percolated. The AC would like Counsel to firm
up a position. The AC is inclined to ask the sub-basin to consider all the diversion as
native supply. This action to divert water prevents damage to life and property and is a
necessary activity. But such flows would likely have returned to the native basin supply
absent actions taken by the diverter. The AC recommendation does not align with
MKGSA / not addressed yet by the GKGSA TAC. However, it appears that this
recommendation does not align with GKGSA legal counsel perspective.
Treated Water: Legal Counsel has not provided an opinion on this category, but
suspects that it should be treated the same as irrigation leaching to the aquifer from
pumped groundwater. AC recommends such supply be treated the same as irrigated
return flows (relative to all its forms, Riparian, Pumped, Appropriated, Foreign).
Summary
No other in-flows were addressed by the AC. In general, the AC had concerns around
historical practice where groundwater in-flows were being used in a basin wide
perspective. Lands that do not receive surface supply or possibly insufficient surface
supply, historically benefitted from Kaweah inflows. Diversions were not portioned off to
individuals but left for basin demand. Assignments of supply will now raise the
imperative on the groundwater dependent users. In the past, concerns about water
elevations were typically local (wells in an area going dry, while wells in another area
were not). The AC would like the EKGSA to coordinate and consider negotiations that
are more community oriented.

